The nuclear matrix and virus function.
Replication of the small DNA tumor virus, simian virus 40 (SV40), is largely dependent on host cell functions, because SV40, in addition to virion proteins, codes only for a few regulatory proteins, the most important one being the SV40 large tumor antigen (T-antigen). This renders SV40 an excellent tool for studying complex cellular and viral processes. In this review we summarize and discuss data providing evidence for virtually all major viral processes during the life cycle of SV40 from viral DNA replication to virion formation, being performed at or within structural systems of the nucleus, in particular the chromatin and the nuclear matrix. These data further support the concept that viral replication in the nucleus is structurally organized and demonstrate that viruses are excellent tools for analyzing the underlying cellular processes. The analysis of viral replication at nuclear structures might also provide a means for specifically interfering with viral processes without interfering with the corresponding cellular functions.